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6 Landforms

What does the land look like where you live? Is it flat? Are there gentle rolling hills? 
Are there rugged mountains? Imagine that you are flying in an airplane over the 
area where you live.  What do you think it would look like from the air?

The land on Earth has many different shapes and features, called landforms. You 
can see several of the Earth’s landforms in the drawing below.

Key Words: landform, adapt, mountain, piedmont, hill, valley, plain, cape, 
coastal plain, plateau, peninsula, island, archipelago, isthmus

1. How are a plateau and a plain different?

2. How are a peninsula and a cape alike? How are they different?

3. Where would you find a piedmont?

MOUNTAIN:
the tallest type of 
landform, higher 
than a hill

PLAIN:
an area of 

mostly flat land
CAPE:

a small piece of land 
jutting into a body of water 

(smaller than a peninsula)

PLATEAU:
an area of

high, flat land

PIEDMONT:
an area of land at the 
bottom of a mountain range

PENINSULA:
a body of land that sticks out 
and is almost completely 
surrounded by water

COASTAL PLAIN:
a flat area 

between
 ocean and 

higher land

VALLEY:
a low area 
between 

mountains 
or hills

HILL:
a raised area 
on Earth, not 
as high as a 

mountain
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Name the Landform
Below are some photographs of the same landforms that you see in the drawing on 
page 30. Look at the photographs and then try to pick the correct landform from the 
pair named below each photograph.

4. valley or plain? 5. mountain or hills?

6. plain or peninsula? 7. piedmont or cape?

8. plateau or coastal plain? 9. mountain or piedmont?
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Landforms of Australia
A landform map helps you 
locate different landforms. 
Colors are used to show the 
different landforms such as 
mountains, hills, plains, and 
plateaus.

The map above is a landform 
map of Australia. Look at the 
map key. You can see how each 
color represents a different 
type of landform. For example, 
green areas on the map show 
plains and dark orange areas 
are mountains. 

Ayers Rock, also called Uluru, near Alice Springs,  Australia
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Look at the map on page 32 and answer the following questions.

10. Are there more mountains near the coast or in the middle of Australia?

11. Which part of Australia has the largest plateau, the eastern or the western part?

12. Which part of Australia has more plains, the eastern or the western part?

13. What types of landforms would you expect to see around the capital    
 city of Canberra?

14. What type of landform surrounds the city of Perth (in the west)?

15. What types of landforms would you expect to see around the 
 city of Darwin (in north central Australia)?

16. Which landform covers more of Australia, hills or plateaus?

17. Which landform covers more of Australia, mountains or plains?

Sydney is located along the coast of Australia.

All around the world, people have adapted the land where they live. To adapt is to 
adjust your life to fit the world around you. Most of the western half of Australia is 
a desert. People who live there have had to find different ways to adapt to this dry 
region. Most Australians live in the east near the coast, which gets more rain than 
the middle of the country.

A sign on a road closer to the coast of AustraliaA town located in the interior of Australia
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This map shows you some of the major landforms in the state of North Carolina. 
North Carolina is located in the southeastern part of the United States. It extends 
from the Appalachian Mountains in the west to the Atlantic Ocean in the east. The 
state has three main types of landforms—coastal plains, piedmont, and mountains.

Use this map to answer the following questions.

18. What is the main type of landform in the western part of the state? In the   
 central part of the state? In the eastern part of the state? 

19. Valleys are low-lying areas between mountains or hills. Would you expect to see  
 valleys in the eastern or western part of North Carolina?

20. Name three cities in the piedmont region. 

21. Name the major landform you would expect to see around the city of Asheville.

22. Where will you find a cape—in the mountains, piedmont, or coastal plain?   
 Name two capes shown on the map.

23. Rivers run to the ocean from higher lands to lower lands. Look at the    
 rivers on the map. Which landform is higher, coastal plain or piedmont?
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Skill Builder

Review
Use the United States maps on pages 68-69 and 70-71 to answer the following questions.
1. In which state would you find a coastal plain, Missouri or Georgia?

2. Which state has a cape, Massachusetts or Wyoming?

3. Which state has the most mountains, West Virginia or Nebraska?

4. Which state is made up entirely of islands?

Use the world map on pages 66-67 to answer the following questions.
5. Which Asian country is a peninsula, India or Japan?

6. Which African country is an island, Sudan or Madagascar?

Try It Yourself
Use resources in the library or on the Internet to find out about the major 
landforms in the area where you live. 

An isthmus is a narrow piece of land 
that connects two larger land areas. 
Look at the map. The Isthmus of 
Panama connects the region called 
Central America to the continent of 
South America. A man-made canal 
cuts across this isthmus, allowing 
ships to pass from one ocean to 
another.

25. What two bodies of water does  
 the Panama Canal connect?

An island is a body of land 
surrounded by water. The country 
of Indonesia is made up of a group 
of many islands. It has five main 
islands and hundreds of smaller 
ones. The country of Indonesia is an 
archipelago (AR-kuh-PEH-luh-go). 
An archipelago is a group of islands 
in a large body of water.  

24. Name two islands that are part
 of the Indonesian archipelago.

Let’s learn about some landforms related to bodies of water.


